The Next 50 Years for Software Engineering

The International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE) is the premier conference, where researchers, practitioners, and educators come together to present, discuss, and debate the most recent research results, innovations, trends, and concerns in the field of software engineering.

Highlights

Traditional ICSE highlights include the prestigious Technical Track, Software Engineering in Practice, Software Engineering Education and Training, Software Engineering in Society, New Ideas and Emerging Results, Student Research Competition, Technical Briefings, Posters, Demonstrations, and New Faculty, Doctoral Symposium, plus a rich set of Workshops. New attractions in 2019 include a Student Mentoring Workshop to encourage students to pursue graduate degrees; an Artifact Evaluation of artifacts associated with accepted Technical Track papers; and the ROSE festival is a worldwide salute to replication and reproducibility in software engineering.

Industry Program

Also new in 2019 is an Industry Program for advanced practitioners and researchers interested in industry-relevant challenges. Events include several hands-on tutorials on industry-relevant topics, a student/industry luncheon, and a resume database. As well, ICSE 2019 will provide ample opportunities for industrial participants to interact with academics, students, and other practitioners.

Attending ICSE 2019

The organizing committee has made arrangements for an enjoyable and enriching experience during your visit to Montréal. More information, including Registration and Hotel Reservation, is available at: https://2019.icse-conferences.org/attending

Keynotes

Dr. Paul Clements (Vice President of Customer Success, BigLever Software, Inc.)

Dr. Margaret-Anne Storey (Professor of Computer Science and Co-Director of the Matrix Institute for Applied Data Science, University of Victoria)

Dr. Joelle Pineau (Associate Professor and William Dawson Scholar, McGill University)

Co-located Events

FormalISE - https://www.formalise.org
ICGSE - http://icgse.org
ICPC - https://conf.researchr.org/home/icpc-2019
ICSSP - http://icssp-conferences.org
MOBILESoft - https://mobilesoftconf.org/2019/
MSR - https://2019.msrconf.org
OSS - https://conf.researchr.org/home/oss2019
SEAMS - https://conf.researchr.org/home/seams-2019
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